
🔶The charts below show the changes in ownership of electrical appliances and amount of time spent doing 

housework in households in one country between 1920 and 2019. 

🔸Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features, and make comparisons where 

relevant. (The photo is in the next post.) 

 

Two line charts combined together provide an overview of the percentages of appliances which are 

changed ownership as well as the time that any person in every family spent doing housework in a nation 

between 1920 till 2019. 

Overall, it can be seen the percentages of household electrical appliances had a dramatic increase trend 

thorough this period while the number of hours had an exponential decrease trend in the same period in 

this country.  

As can be seen in the first line chart, all figures had a significant growth till 2019, but with regard to vacuum 

clear line, its amount started at 30 percent and rose steadily and peaked at 100 percent in 2000; however, 

its amount leveled off till 2019, while refrigerator line, albeit had the same manner like vacuum cleaner 

figure, its amount reached at 50 percent in 1980, twenty years sooner and leveled out after that year. Its 

amount started at about 1 percent in 1980 as well as in compered with others amounts its amount was 

the lower amount among others. 

Supplementary, it is evident that in the first chart, although, in compared with others, the percentages of 

washing machines had the highest amount among others, and started at 40 percent, in the least of this 

period had the lower percentage by reached just over 70 percent. This line had a bit fluctuation between 

1960 till 2000, and its line plummet at approximately 63 percent in 1980. It is interesting to note that the 

number of hours per week started at 50 percent in 1920 and plunged steeply till 1960. By 1980 till 2000 

its line continued at a steady level, frequently its line declined till 2000 and reached 10 percent. 


